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Editorial. 
THE Chicago Tribune, of October 29. contains an editorial on "The True Theory of Education," which plainly indi-
cates that the writer thereof, however well versed he may be in 
the literature of modern politics, has yet much to learn concern-
ing the status of modern education: The article in question ap-
pears to have been called out by the publication of the proceed-
ings of the International Conference of Education held at Phila-
delphia last year, which publication the editor of the '.Tribune 
thinks has given rise to "some waste of paper and ink, since the 
Conference seems to have produced no results of practical value." 
Allowing the wr,iter of the 'article to be a competent judge, this 
is a rather severe verdict, and we may be pardoned the presump-
tion of looking into its merits somewhat, even · at the risk of 
differing from so eminent an authority in such matters. We 
suppose that the question as to whether the Conference was a 
failure or not must depend altogether upon the objects for which 
and the circumstances under which it was convened. As neither 
these objects nor circumstances seem to be familiar to the 
Tdbune it may be well to make a brief statement of the same at 
this point. 
In the first place, the leading purpose of the Conference was 
to bring ,together, for mutual co1tsulta/£on and acquai1ltance, the 
leading. educators of the several countries represented at the 
Centennial Exhibition. Its aim was not so much to discuss "the 
True Theory of Education" as to compare notes on the systems of 
education in actuat existence amo~g tlte more enlightened na/£ons, 
and to bn'ng into a more intimate association and f ellowship the ex-
ecutive ojJicers and representatives <if tllese systems. As the "true 
theory of education'" has been the ·subject of discussion from 
time immemorial, and as it will probably continue to be discussed 
both by' the learned and the unlearned, the competent and the 
incompetent, the expert and the inexpert, to the end of time, 
it was not deemed best to include "so vast a subject" in the list 0 f 
topics which at best could be but briefly considered at an almos 
informal meeting, called on short notice, and for purely prac-
tical purposes. In the second place, the objects of the Confer-
ence were largely tentative. It was, as before stated, convened 
on very short notice. No elaborate preparations were possible, 
and none were needed under the circumstances. It was called 
to consider the very topics to which the '.Tn·bune takes exception, 
and it accomplished its purpose in this respect. But there was 
another and still higher object aimed at. '.That object was to 
take steps for tlte organzzation <if a permanent International Educa-
tional Congress in connec/£on with the Frencll Exposition next year, 
and this result was also reached. If the efforts being made t<,> 
that end should prove successful, as there is good reason to hope 
that they will, then the Conference will have produced another 
result of practical value, alone justifying its existence and the 
pitiful expenditure required to publish its proceedings. 
The paper of Dr. Harris referred to by the Tdbune was a re-
port prepared for the National Educational Association and read " 
before that body at its meeting held in Baltimore during the . 
week preceding the Conference. As the px:oceedings of the 
Conference were mainly extemporized, and unavoidably so under 
the circumstances, Dr. Harris was invited to read his r~port as 
an z'ntroduction to the proceedings. By vote of the National As-
sociation the discussion of the report was laid over to a future 
meeting on account of the extreme heat, and a want of time to 
give it due attention. The Conference was no place for the 2is-
cussion of the report prior to its consideration by' the body at whose 
order it was prepared. We entirely disagree with the '.Tn·blme 
in the assumption that the subject of courses of study is at' pres-
ent . the all-absorbing question in education. However ' much -
courses of study may engage "the attention of scientific men 
'who pretend to speak with authority on education," there are 
other subjects of greater importance "which mostly concern the 
friends of rational education everywhere." Among these sub-
jects the Tn'bune, with ~ingular inconsistency, ' mentions "the 
improvement of methods of instruction." With this conclusion 
we 'heartily agree. The best curriculum that human wisdom " 
ever may devise will be spoiled by wrong methods and a want of , 
skill in the teacher. The paramount question is therefore the 
question of methods. The paramount question is ho,,: shall we 
secure the benefits of. a good common school education to eMh 
and all of the fifteen million American children and youth who . 
are soon to become citizens, whose course of study must neces-
sarily be limited, and whose proper training is largely and nec-, 
essarily' a question of methods. There is no great divergence 
of opinion as to what these children should be taught. That is a 
simple problem because the school period of more than eighty 
per ~ent of the whole is limited to five or six years, and the sub- , 
jects to be taught must therefore be brought within a compara-
tively limited range. The great question is how shall they be 
taught. 
As this question is preeminently one of intelligence and skill 
on the part of the th~cher, we think we can see a close relation 
betwe~n his chara~ter and 'fitness 'and the "amelioration of his 
condition." The Tribu1lt! and the rest of the world may rest 
assured that men and women competent to improve methods of 
instruction, to render courses of study effective for this purpose, 
to train, discipline, and prepare the children of the republic for 
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the duties of iritelligent and honorable citizenship, will not be 
found, if they are to be paid starvation prices, if they are to be 
subject to the prejudices and caprices of arrogant, soulless, and 
sometimes ignorant school boards, if stability and permanence 
- of employment are not to De the reward of , faithful and honor-
able service, if they are not to be judged by their professional 
peers instead of ward politicians and nondescripts from every 
other walk of life but their own, or if, in short, they are to be 
treated as inferiors in station, to the incumbents of all other 
offices and positions in the community. As "the improvement 
. of methods of instruction" and the progress of education are 
mainly dependent uponexp erienct and not on the dreams and 
vagaries of theorists, however scientific or pretentious of au-
thority, we think we can see an eminent propriety in the effort 
of American educators to ascertain from living witnesses what 
other nations, many of which are in important respects far in 
advance of us in the pract.ical work of education, are doing, in 
respect to the organizati.on and supervi?ion of schools; to the 
r teacher, his preparation, status, salary, and tenure of office; to 
. educational museums; to science in public schools; . to technical 
education; to normal schools and kindred subje<;ts, all of which 
received some attention by the Conference. 
The "principles of P~stalozzi," and the "benefits of a natural 
evolution of the faculties," are quite generally understood by in-
.telligent American teachers as well as by those of other countries, 
and they are being illustrated by better example!? than it was ever 
possible for -such theorists as Herbert Spencer, John Stuart Mill, 
or Harriet Martineau to afford, because these examples are made 
practical in the work of the school-room, and hence their value 
may be judged by their results. We hope the Tribune will be 
charitable enough to give the Conference credit for comprehend-
ing-the purposes for which it was called, and for wisdom enough 
to pursue those purposes so far as the time and all the circum-
stances seemed to warrant. It is true that "the common school 
system of the United-States," ~the Tr£bune says, "has its ene-
mies." It is also true, and "pity 'tis, 'tis true," it has also 
"friends" who' do not know enough of its condition, its needs, 
and the magnitude of its work, to defend it against the assaults 
of those enemies, or to yield it that intelligent and hearty sup-
port so essential to its complete success. If the press of this 
country would give half the intelligent a.:ttention to the best 
means of educating the people that it now gives to politics and 
partisan wrangling, illiteracy would soon we wiped out, the 
methods of il).struction would be vastly improved, courses of study 
would in due time cease to be in dispute, "the condition of 
school teachers would not call for amelioration, "the proper or. 
. der of progression" would not .only be discovered but applied in 
practice, science would receive its just recognition in every cur-
riculum, and in short every thing would be lovely, because the 
masses of the people would learn duly to appreciate wise ~duca­
tional measures and give to them that hearty support without 
which the efforts of the wisest and best teachers can avail but 
little. Will not the Tribune lead off in the grand crusade against 
ignorance? Will it not open an educational department in its 
columns and secure as able and intelligent writers for this as it 
confessedly employs for the discussion of political and financial 
themes? When this step shall have been taken, it will be in a 
position to judge more justly and critiGise more wisely the short-
comings of educational conferences, as well as intelligeritly to 
discuss school problems that have puzzled the heads of experts 
- in all ages. 
The Tr£bune remarks that "it is a comrmonlmistake for teach-. 
ers, when they come together in conventiXm, to assume that their' 
own interests, as individuals, are those ofparamount importance 
whereas the fundamental thing is the benefit of those taught.'! ' 
We think the editor is altogether wrong in this wholesale assump- . 
tion. It is contrary to our somewhat extended <;>bservation and 
experience. We know of no class, craft, profession, or trade less : 
liable to be selfish than teachers, whether in convention or amid 1 
the careS of ordinary life, unless it be the editors of the secular : 
press. Of course they rarely assume when meeting in conven- · 
tion that their interests are those of paramount importance, but~ 
their sole aim is to promote the interests of those taught throughl 
their benevolent columns! And yet we have a distinct recoP-
lection of an able address recently delivered before an. editorial 
convention by a p.rominent member of the Tribune staff, in 
which it was argued that professorships should be established in 
connection with our colleges and universities for the special train-
ing of editors for their responsible duties. As selfish as this sug-
gestion may at first sight appear, we are ready to applaud it to 
the echo. Let us have editorial normal schools as the first step. 
toward a truly elevated and independent journalism! 
THE DEGRADATION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS .. 
THE declaration of Dr. C. H. Fowler, at Princeton, that tfie-state has no. right to educate beyond the primary branches,_ 
is in exact accordance with the expressed view of the pllesident 
of a leading eastern college, that all higher -education is a spe-
cial privilege, reserved only forthos~ who are able to pay for it.. 
Such utterances foreshadow the issue which certain unwise parti--
sans of. denominational institutions are attempting to force upon 
the friends of public schools. 
I use the word force intentionally, because the controversy is 
not sought by those who insist that the state has a high duty to 
discharge in the education of its children. Public school men 
do not desire any legislation which would cripple our endowed 
schools and colleges. But, if we may judge them by their pub-
lished opinions, some, not by any means all, who proclaim them-
selves friends . of denominational schools, seek, in order to build 
up their institutions, to degrade the public school, until to teach 
in it would be a disgrace, and to be educated in it would be to 
wear the badge of a pauper. As if to complete the degradation, 
not only are we to be forbidden to teach anything above the 
rudimental branches at the public expense, but Dr. Fowler tells 
us that the state cannot teach, and has no right to teach morality. 
If there is such a thing as a Methodist morality, and a Baptist 
morality; ' if through the whole range of sects each claims a cer-
tain distinguishing kind of morality as its peculiar property, the 
statement is true. But the statement is absurdly false when we 
refer to that common morality which lies at the foundation of all 
Christian civilization, and forms the only dividing wall between 
well-regulated society and social chaos. There is a morality 
which forbids profanity, falsehood, obscenity, cruelty, meanness, 
. and all their kindred vices, and inculcates truth, honor, kind-
ness, justice, purity, and all their kindred virtues. When it be-
comes law that the state must not teach this morality, the degra-
dation of the public schools will be complete. No conscientious 
man or woman will be found willing to take the teacher's posi-
tion. 
These utterances of Dr. Fowler are neither new nor peculiar 
to him. It is scarcely ' credible. however, that they could be 
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- made in the presence of 175 Protestant clergym<:n, the protessed 
; guardians of moraHty and religion, and no one be found ready 
1 to rebuke them. HENRY SA!3IN. 
DENOMINATIONAL COLLEGES \rs. STATE UNIVE~SITIES. 
WE extract from The Advance the following notes on 1m intere'sting discus-sion held at the late Council of the Congregational Church, in Dettoit: 
Deep interest was feh: In the discussion of this subject. It was started by 
President Bascom', of the Wisconsin State University, wbro inlt-oduced·, by , 
special consent, the following resolution: . 
That we regard it as the true policy of the Congregationa~ 'churches (I) 
thoroughly to endow the col1e~es altead~ founded by them Ill. the se."er~l 
Northwestern states before adding to theft number ; (2) to cordIally umte In 
the support of state universities where these have been established. 
/ The resolution was referred to \l. special committee consisting of Rev. Chas. 
R. Palmer, of Connecticut; Rev. R ichard Cordley, of Michigan; and Rev. Rich-
ard Edwards, D. D., LL. D ., of Illinois. The remarkably well-considered 
report was presented through Rev. Charles Ray Palmer as follows: 
The matured conviction of the Congregational churches is that for the pro· 
motion of Christian learning they c!11lnot rely exclusively upon institutions 
. supported and controlled by the state. Whatever admirable results institutions 
of this kind may have reached, or may yet reach, the re;ults which we deem 
the best results we do not believe them fully adequate to secure, and thei r in-
:adequacy is of the necessity of the case. This conviction has guided us in 
lthe past to the furnishing and endowing in the Eastern, Central, and North-
western states of institutions of higher education independent of political pat-
Ironage and control, the services of which, to liberal learning and to Christ and 
Ithe church, have endeared them to us, dignified the names they bear, and en-
lhanced the fame of our nation. This conviction may lead us In the future 
mot indeed unduly to multiply such institutions, but more wisely to endow and 
_equip them, and in new states, and states yet to be created, to found and en-
.dow others like them. But this policy involves us in no antagonism to state 
i instit~tions, as ?u.ch.. So ~ar as they promote popular intelligence and liberal 
l1earnlng, we rejOice 111 thelr .recogmzed prosperity and power. So far as those 
'entrusted with the direction.of them, or any of them, strive to keep them in 
. lharmony With the best impulses of the national life, and make them centers of 
Jinfluence favorable to true Christian culture, as Christian citizens we owe them 
:and we yield them a hearty~sympathy. These institutions pelong not to the 
iirreligiuus public, but to the whole public. It were very undesirable if they 
"ceased to have the moral support of religious men, while legitimately fulfilling 
Itheir proper functions in the commonwealtb. It were disastrous if for want 
,of that moral support they practically passed into the hands of men wholly in-
, different or hostile to religion. and therefore ceased to fulfill their proper func-
rtion in the commonwealth. That we want for our children something better 
rthan these Institutions can be-in our understanding of the matter-does not 
"in the least forestall our SIncere desire that in their place they may deserve 
"the confidence of all good citizens, and in a just measure receive it. That 
' 'We believe now, as always, the highe~t aspirations the scholar can feel are 
r,those of which religion is the spring, and the grandest results in the direction 
-of liberal learning will be achieved only as men most truly enter into fellow-
"ship with him in whom are hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge, 
-does not in the least hinder our appreciation of all which good men may do, 
',whom convictions or circumstances lead to confide in other aspirations, and-to 
; avail themselves of resources applicable to education under the limiiations of 
i political control. 
President Andrews, of Marietta College, Ohio, said there were three classes 
'of colleges: (I) those under state control, (2) those under control of ecclesi-
:astical bodies, and (3) those whose trustees filled their own vacancies. The 
.colleges in sympathy with Congregationalists are of the third class, and so are 
:the best of the Presbyterian institutions. The New England colleges, and 
those in the West founded by New England men, are characterized by that 
large liberty which is the genius of Congrrgationalism. In all the elements 
of true breadth, both intellectual and religious, they have greatly the advan-
tage of the other two classes. 
The friends of these colleges have taken no attitude of aggression toward 
state colleges. But they have been compelled to act on the defensive here in 
the West. Persistent e.fforts are making to induce the belief that state colleges 
shouId absorb all the work of. higher education. Their endowments by Con-
gress and their appropriations for the states are referred to as rendering the 
non-state colleges unnecessary. 
This Council has now been asked by the head of one 01 these state colleges 
to give to them its unqualified endorsement, and has stated his reasons. There 
are two points for consideration : the support of these state institutions, and 
their control. The friends of our colleges object to both methods. They do 
not believe the average politician a suitable person to control a Christian col-
lege. And they regard the system of taxing the people to support a single 
college in each state as unjust. 
President Bascom began by saying that he was thankful even for the some-
What narrow shearn of sympathy for 'the state \(IniVer~iti-es se~h in the 'repo~f. 
An uding 'to the · greflt national problem befdre us lin th~ uniiicatiofl 6f orir 
diverse population·, he stated that i n \Visconsi'D. one-third of the popul~~?n is 
·of foreign bi'rth, and- aitothe'r third are the children of froreigm!rs. 'rheSe 
'come rrOIn many lands, a'nd th~ir 'diversities 'in 'reglird to tehgious b'i:lidfs ~e 
'still grea'ter. 'The denominational c~lIege; ne arghed, t"i:nds to widen, rather 
than 1essen, these drfferences , lmd tb increase the antagonism. -The common 
1ichoO'I do'es somethi ng 'to 'fosler t he common feeling, at the start, but childhood 
is 560n ov"er. Where then shall we find some common ground to stand upon · . 
for the fdi-mation of social and national unity? Congregationalists should re-
·member their responsibility for the people anp. the state, as a whole. To iso-
late too sharply themselves would be to antagonize the others. These univer-
sities, especially in the Northwest, are an established fact; they are open to 
all without tuition; their eligious elements, those that are really fundamental 
to religion, were in fact hardly. less free to be taught than in the distinctively ' 
religious colleges; there might be· more un-religion in the Wisconsin Univer-
sity, but there was, he believed, more ir.religion in Williams; a class in psy-
chology afforded, in his opinion, a better opportunity for grounding the minds 
of the young in the principles of a true Theism than could a class in the 
WestmInster Catechism; the Wisconsin University, though a state institution, 
has now at least ninety-nine pa~ts of a religious college ; and finally, these 
state universities being a fact, where should their conductors come for relig-
ions sympathy and support if not to ·a body like this? 
President Andrews gave a brief history of Congressional endowments. Each 
new state receives two townships of land for a college. As soon as it is estab-
lished the institution asks the state for money, and for a few years past tbe 
states have been appropriating it. Thus, those who have founded and are 
supporting Christian colleges are compelled to pay to support others. In Ohio 
the legislature has refused any appropriations, though persistently ilI\portuned 
for the last twenty years. Pass this resolution, and you put the stronge~t 
weapon into the hands of th<;>se who would have state colleges monopolize all 
higher education. Let"the state colleges use economically and wisely the re-
sources they have, lookIng to their alumni and friends for what more they 
want, and not tax those who are sustaining by their own liberality colleges 
modeled after the mo, t efficient and most successful Institutions in the coun-
try. It is a principle .in our country that the government should not attempt 
that which th~ people can do and will do just as well in their private capac-
ity. If our history shows anything it is that the people can care ·for collegiate 
education better than the state can. . , 
Rev, Dr. I. N. Tarbox thought that while there might be Christian ideas 
and influences in these universities at the present day, yet they cannot be 
Christian in any large and true sense. If we have such a conflict as to ou~ 
common schools, we were certain to have trouble in the end with these univer-
sities. 
President Angell, of the Micbigan University, was emphatic in denying that 
there was any disposition on the part of universities to displace or injure the 
colleges. That at least he knew to be the case in Michigan. That there is dan-
ger lest excessive secularizing and irreligious tendencies may change for the 
worse these universities he w~uld not deny; but that was, just the reason why 
he and President Bascom were there to ask this body not to withdraw their 
influence and sympathy, and thereby insure what they deprecate. Thesel uni-
versities, he said, are here, imd are here to stay. The simple question is, what 
should religious people do to keep them true to their highest aims? 
Rev. Charles Ray Palmer admitted freely the force of President Angell's 
plea, but thought that no reason for disparaging the supreme need, now, afld 
certainly not likely to grow less ·urgent iii the future~ of our distinctively Chris-
tian schools. In view of the difficulties which now beset the matter of any 
religious instruction in our common schools, can we feel confident that these . 
universities, even if they are so now, can be kept on a Christian foundation? 
He hoped the utterances of this body would' have no uncertainty as to the ab-
solute necessity of Qur Christian colleges. We need them now, we are likely 
to need them still more in the time to come. 
President Magoun; as President Chapin had done, most distinctly and cor-
dially acknowledged the fact that some of the presidents and professors in 
these state universities, as those in Wisconsin and Michigan; were earnest and , 
pronounced religious men, exerting a mighty influence for good, but as he had 
the best of reasons for knowing, this was far from being true in all the states, 
especially those in the West. Some of them made no concealment oLtheir 
bitter animosity ·and contempt toward the Christian colleges. If the present 
secularizing tendency in these state institutions went on, Christain education 
would go to· the bottom. He also dwelt upon the fact that the enOrII)OUS 
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funds, raised by the percentage on taxation, and likely to increase yet more, 
would give the Universities such overshadowing advantages as, in effect, to 
put unfairly in the shade, if not to sweep out of existence, the denominational 
colleges. 
President Chapin, of Beloit College, shared the fears of the last speaker. 
. He had the utmost regard for and confidence in the eminent b~ethren at the 
head of the Michigan and Wisconsin State Universities, but it was not certaili. 
that sinister influence of one kind or another might not displace them within 
a year. He was clear that the old fashioned Christian college, founded and 
maintained by private endowment, and which had done such glorious work 
for our land and the world for the past 800 years, was worth perpetuating, and 
he could not favor any condition -of things which seemed to put them in peril. 
At this point Prest. Chapin was interrupted by the limit set to the discussion 
of this important subject, and the vote was taken on the adoptiqn of the re-
port presented by Mr. Palmer. The vote endorsing the sentiments therein 
expressed was unanimous and particularly hearty. As a whole, though quite 
too short, it was a grand debate over a question of the very highest concern-
ment, alike to the state and to the Christian churches. 
MODERN INFLUENCE OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. 
ENGLISH WORDS INTRODUCED INTO FRENCH. 
ALFRED HENNEQUlN, A. M., PrIncipal of the Michigan Military Academy. 
THE ~istory of the influence of ~he French language in England has, at' all times, assumed a very great Importance. If we look back to the time 
of William the Conqueror, we know, of course, that the Norman-French of 
that epoch materIally changed the language then spoken in England. Since 
then, the French language has not only been spoken in England, as in. most 
other countries,. in what is usually styled the "high life"; but it has caused, in 
all circles of En~lish society, the introduction of numerous French words and 
expressions. But on the other hand~ if we closely study a large number of 
words of the prcsml Frmch language, we also find that the English speech 
contributes daily to the increase of the French vocabulary. What France did 
in 1066, England may be said, in some respects, to be doing now. It would 
be wrong, however, to infer that the English language is dethroning the 
French, and that the future dialect of France is to be broken English. It would 
also be wrong to believe that French will become less hannolllous through 
the introduction of words less euphonic than those derived from Latin. What 
I really mean to say is, that one language must necessarily influence the other, 
when two countries entertain such clos~ business and other relations as France 
and England. As for the pr.onunciation of borrowed words, when once they 
are introduced into the French speech, they become French, and therefore 
are pronounced as French words. In some few instances, the English words 
have been introduced into French through their pronunciation only. The 
French word for frock-coat is redingote, from the English riding-coat. Again, 
the tennination ay in the word tramway, is pronounced e, thus making the 
pronunciation of the word in French tral1uwe, i. c., the nasal sound am ren-
dered clear through the introduction of an e mutc and the te~mination e in-
stead of the drawling sound avo English words also become French by as 
_ suming French tenninations, implying the meaning of the word. Thus" to_ 
box" is, in French, boxer, and "a boxer" un boxcur. .Finally, the masculine 
or feminine gender is given to English neuter words: un waterproof, mascu-
line; un cottagc, masculine; la fashion, feminine; la boxe, feminine, etc. 
I have, in a fonner number of the WEEKLY, spoken of the relation of En-
glish to French, and have demonstrated how, through the careful analysis of 
certain English tenninations, an 'extensive French vocabulary could be ob-
tained. What I now propose to do is, in some respects, just the reverse. I 
will, while showing the modern influence of the English tong!le on the French, 
point out the relation of French to -English. . 
But would it not be most interesting and instructive to analyse more than 
the mere words which have passed from one language into another? Would 
it not be almost a feature of the study of history to find out the causes that 
however, like everything that descendants of the Roman race do, the French 
ar,e not long in becoming masters. Horse·back racing had only been intro-
duced a few years in France, when a French horse won the Dcrby. This is: 
due to the fact that French pe,ople add their natural vivacity of body and! 
mind to the more clumsy English games'. If we give our attention to Frencru 
national games, we find that fcncillg, for instance, is only made an art of in. 
France. Although fencing is an art of the greatest antiquity, very great irw-· 
provements have been made in it, chiefly by French masters, who excel those: 
of all other countries. This can undoubtedly only be attributed to the agilitY" 
and acknowledged . power of r~pid physical action possess~d by this nation, . 
and to' the natural vivacity and mental quickness of the Frenchman. In this · 
connection, I would say that, as an athletic sport, fencing ranks higher for ' 
physical development than the English national sports now being introducedl 
in France. Sir Anthony Carlisle says: "According to my judgment, the ex-
ercise of fencing tends to promote bodily health, and the development oP' 
athletic powers. I t is likewise apparent that the attitudes and exertions of 
fencing are conducive to the manly forms and muscular energies of the human 
figure. " 
But I fil1d that I am very far from my subject. I do not intend to treat 
philosophically the subject of borrowe!1 words, but shall now merely give a 
list of some of the most impo~tant English words introduced into French, and 
in some instances, call the attention of the reader to the special cause which 
brought about the introduction of such words. 
In some future number of the WEEKLY, I propose to give rules for the actual 
creation of new words in the French language, and explain the laws which 
govern them. ThiS subject is one which deserves, combined with the study 
of the relation of English to French, the greatest attention on the part of 
students of the langUage. 
Bank notc-Used in the same sense, but refering only to the English paper 
money. The same in French is Milt! dc banquc. 
Bar-Same sense. French people, beginning to realize that time 15 money, 
have not only lately introduced bars in France; but the habit of wa~ting, often, 
one or two houTs over a glass of beer III a cafe is becoming somewhat less 
popular. . 
Bifteck } Is the English beefsteak. The rules of French cookery did not 
Bistec admit of such a simple way of preparing viands. An Englishman 
in France is often called a Rosoif or a Bistec, implying that he is fond of heavy 
food. 
Book-Term relating to turf. The French word livrc meaning book is 
never used in this sense. 
Box-A stall for horses. 
Boxc-F eminine sub5tantive, boxing. 
Boxcr-To box. 
Boxeur-Boxer. 
Buldog-More frequently written boulcdogue, used in the' same sense as En-
glish . 
Cc.~equ.c } Same sense as in English: 
,ergtma1l 
Clown-Pronounced cloon. 
g~!nry } . Cokc Same sense as III English. 
Coldcrcam 
Confort } Englisli words, of French origin, which have re·assumcd 
Confortablc their French orthography. 
convict} -
Cottagc English sense. 
Dandy 
Dcbatcr-From the English to debate. Same sense. 
Detectif-From the English detective. 
DcrbJI-English race-course. 
Drainer'7"'From the English to drain. 
Drainage-Formed from the above. . 
Far West-Taken from American ; used only when speakill O' of America. Fash~ll } Used.in the .English sense when referring to ·.;'en's clothing, 
Faslztonablc or habits of high life. 
Fir/ter-From the English to flirt. An exclusively English habit, unknown 
to French customs. 
Firltation-Fonned from the above; same meaning. ' 
Cmtlellla1l-Used to denote, not the standing, but the ways of a" gentle--
man." 
Ct'og-Hot brandy and water. A drink seldom taken by Frenchmen. 
, brought such and such a word into French? For instance, why are all the 
~rench words referring to sport, taken from English? Merely because, what 
IS usually understood by sports in England was unknown fifty years ago in 
France. We have now, on the other side of the Channel, bOline-clubs; and 
even /~ boxe, so contrary to Fre~ch ideas, is becoming some~hat popular. 
Now, If we put the words aside, and only see their influence on French hab-
its~ we undoubtedly see that Frenchmen are gradually giving up their more 
CJwet -games, such as billiards, etc., to find pleasure in r()ugher sports. In this, 
Croom-Same meaning. 
Ha1ldicap-Term of racing. 
High-lifo-Refering only to the English nobility and the habits of the same. 
Homc-Word expressing an idea unknown to the French people who prac-
tically have. no home. ' 
Jockey } . Jockcy-cltlb Enghsh sense. 
La:dy-Meaning a refined person, 'not merely unc dflmc. 
M'lord-Co~pounded of my lord. Applying to men of wealth; in such 
sentenc~ ~ "n~-!lf ~(J1l1mC ~n 1IJi1or(/, rich lIS j\ lord. . 
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(Reporter-Verb formed from the English substantive, reporter. 
. Se!j.:government-Used in the same sense. 
- Sknling-rink-English meaning. 
.. Sp4uh-English meaning. 
.--Stock-English meaning. 
. -Stopper-Formed from the English to stop_ Same meaning. 
Tender-English sense (referring to railways). 
: TramwaY-'English word for street-car. 
Water roo ' . 
W. k "Ph if Engltsh sense. or . ouse 
Yankee 
Water-closet } 
In conclusion, I w'ould say that most of the above words are pronounced 
as if they were French_ Most of them are found in new French diction-
aries, and have. one uniform plural, i. e., the addition of s. It is useless to add 
that I have only chosen a few of the English words of late introduced into 
French_ . 
ORCHARD LAKE, October, 1877. 
CH ICAGO. 
THE EMPTY SCHOOL-ROOM. 
GRAY dust upon each window-sill, A bwken chair; 
'The tarnished bell untouched so long-
lOne ,leaf of a familiar song,-
Such marks of wear 
_1\s hearts with sad remembrance lill. 
';J.'ired, tired, J gaze on these at last . 
Strangely it seems,-
'The fresh, young faces all are fled; 
:Some blithe, warm hearts among the dead, 
Numbered. In dreams 
.Alone, come visions of the past. 
'With something twixt a sob and sigh 
I stand to-day 
"Within thjs empty, dreary-room, 
As silent as the speechless tomb, 
And out, away 
Beyond these walls brown meadows lie. 
Brown l1!eadows, where the WIld wind sweeps-
Chill, ah! so chill; 
Just through the cobwebbed window-pane 
I see the graveyard in the rain, 
Still, ah ! so still, 
Each heart aweary, resting, sleeps. 
o room deserted evermore! 
I love you yet. 
And sky, that holdeth only gloom, 
Beyond arc skies, of summer-bloom 
Without regret, 
To shine upon 'that Golden Shore. 
The South. 
L. M. S. 
WE quoted a few weeks ago a portion of a speech by Col. Thomas Harde-. man, delivered at Macon, Ga., denouncing all measures looking toward 
the education of the "unfriendly blacks." The Washington County Herald, 
Springfield, Ky., brings forward the following facts in refutation of our impli-
. .cation that the speech above referred to "represents a widespread opinion in 
t he South." We are glad to publish them, as our purpose IS to be not parti-
san or sectional in our discussion of educational matters. "In Alabama, the 
funds are equally divided between whites and blacks. The blacks have a 
normal school, whilst the whites have none. In Tennessee the blacks. enjoy 
equal school facilities with the :whites, their s ystems being equal, with such 
modifications as profound statesmanship would throw around them to securely 
protect them in this blessed boon. Georgia gives the blacks equal facilities 
with the whites. Kentucky, a state that has always been under Democratic 
rule, gives the blacks a three-months' schaol. True, the whites have a five. 
months' school, but the scattered condition uf the blacks in Kentucky will 
not justify us in giving them five-months' schools. The per capita of blacks is 
not so great as whites, but our school law expressl~ says that all school funds 
derived from the general government, through lands or otherwise, shall be 
appropriated to the colored schools till their per capita is equal to that of the 
whites. In centers of population, wherever the thing is possible, the colored 
population enjoy equal faGilities with the whites. The Louisville colored 
ichools are under the same management, laws, and government as the whites . 
Next to the Female High School building, the handsomest school building in 
Louisville is the colored school building." 
Education in all the Southern States makes but a slow and difficult progress. 
Great obstacles must be overcome. But the work accomplished through the 
instrumentality of the Peabody Fund has been extensive and important. For 
example, in Virginia, there were before the war, properly speaking, no free 
schools. Last year, out of 482,789 children of school age, 200,067 attended 
school. The attendance in South Carolina increased from 30,448 in 1870 to 
I10,416 in 1875. Florida taught 32,371 children in 1875, although she had 
no public schools until 1868. Other states are making commendable progress. 
The Board of Trustees of the Peabody Education Fund recently held their 
eleventh annual. meeting at the Fifth Avenue Hotel in New York City; on 
which occasion President Hays was elected a member of the Board.-Harper's 
Bazar. 
The East. 
BOSTON LETTER-NO. IV. 
I R. OSGOOD & CO. haye lately published three books which possess nat • only uncommon literary merit, and a value for all intelligent readers, 
but may be selected and cO'!lmended with emphasis to the attention of teach -
ers. The first is ". Hausehald Education," by Harriet Martineau, This is a 
re-publication, in an elegant and convenient form, of a book which first ap-
peared in 1848. It is one of the best knawn of this great author's many books. 
But it is not known as society needs to know it, considering the vast importance 
of it~ contents. Miss Martineau evidently r.egards the life we lead at home as 
the best part of our human existence, and that here we gain our principal 
schooling. Not only children, but parents and grand-parents are in process of 
development togethe~, and from purely domestic sources should accumulate 
wisdom, virtue, and strength as long as they live. The ~choal is but the sup-
plement of home; the teacher only the parent's helper for a short time, and 
within narrow limits. This is a very comprehensive, deep, and useful trealIse, 
not so much upon the teacher's specialty, but upon what the teacher equally needs 
to know to make the philosophy of his vocation complete. Though not the 
wark of a Christian believer, this boak is pervaded by a qeep religi.ous feeling, 
and bears testimony, though indirect, in favor of Christ and the Bible beyond 
'what we should expect from one who found in these but little personal c9m.·· " 
fort and na assurance of immortality. 
The second of our trio of books for teachers is Joseph Cook's Biology. It 
will be preserved as a remarkable fact in the history of this cultivated commu. 
nity, that men and women of every social and intellectual grade have so 
thronged to hear the Monday-noan discourses of this ·mall. For the past two 
years he has wielded an unprecedented powerfor good. in this city. No able~ 
defender of the conservative theology has in these latter times appeared, and 
no influence is carried more widely on the wings af the press all over the land. 
The object of these lectures is " ta present the results of .the freshest Gennau, 
English, and American scholarship on the more important and dimcult 1:opics 
concerning the relation 01 Religian and SQience," . -
The selected discourses which make up the preaent vblume are those wbich 
oppose the materialistic theory of evoll,l,tion. They maintain the gooli 041 
philosophy that man has a spiritual and immortal nature, in opposition to the 
dismal conjectures of sllch men a,s Spencer, Uuxley" StrausS, and HD.ckel, 
The teacher of course is \nterested in this grand debate. This i1\ten,st 13oston 
teachers have manifested a,s earnestly as :my other professional class, Devot· 
ing their lives to the education of the mind, they ca\lnot he indifferent to the 
question whether thi~ is the exalted abject of Christian belief, or the quiver. 
ings of subtile matter, mere mades of motion; for uJ>O.n the way we answer 
this question to ourselves, much of our ellthusiasll1 III our calling, and conse-
quently much of our success must depend~ This is a welcome volume te those 
who have enjoyed the original delivery .of these addresses, and it must be 
doubly welcome to those who need this strong assistance and can gain it only 
from .books. This, with Winchell's Reconciliation of Science and Religion, 
both studIed and deeply pondered, will furnish a thoughtful man with shar~ 
weapons against the rampant infidelity of the day. . 
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Our third 'book for teachers is Miss Phelps' Story of Avis. This is just out 
and is light reading compared with the other two books. But fully one third 
of a teacher's reading, we claim, should be light; two thirds, rather, if it cou,ld . 
always be such light reading as this. Teachers will then have heavy duties 
enough to make a solid average. Likeall Miss Phelps' writings, this possesses 
great literary excellence. It is, moreover, a well planned, captivating, and in-
structive story. The scene is in a university town, and all its dramatis per-
SOntE are in some way connected with a college community, its hero being a 
brilliant professor, and its heorine another brilliant professor's daughter. 
Avis is a perfect woman nobly planned, but what of her suitor? He is rather 
ignobly planned, if we may venture so to think. Her character is the consum-
mate flower of culture; his the rank, rude growth of the forest, tntnsplanted 
to a garden, and trimmed to much external comeliness. She was wedded to 
a noble art, and should have proved loyal to it. That, she sincerely intended, 
and in her noble intention persisted long and admirably, but importunity, an 
audacity as sublime as Ethan Allen's at Ticonderoga, the inevitable accident, 
an' enlistment, a terrible wound, and a haggard convalescence were his argu-
ments by which he broke her fine resolutions all to pieces. How the reader 
wishes Avis Dobell to explode these fallacies and stand true to her lofty pur-
pose! How he wises her virtuous NO to be irrevocable; at least so"far as the 
presumptuo)lS Philip is concerned, who shocks her with the superlative non-
sense, " When a man loves a woman as I love you he expects to be loved; he 
has a right to hi!; he must he." If the author of this story had made her heoripe 
stand firm, but gentle and beautiful, would she have put into fiction a charac-
ter unnatual, unwomanly? . Would slie have irretrievably spoiled her work? 
Might she not have made .her heroine heroic in the best sense of that word? 
We do not know. We dislike to think that the best woman, doing her best to 
maintain a lofty individuality, mUst come to such a surrender. It is not nec-
essary. Real life affords women, superior in person, mind, and heart, who 
in just such exigencies act as Avis did not. Fiction, however, cannot afford 
to be quite so strange as truth, and this truly noble girl capitulated with com-
mendable reluctance and the privilege of retaining her arms. But such a 
privilege was purely imaginary', and only her early widow· hood gave Avis 
the opportunity to reconsecrate herself to art, and we are sure that no second 
, Ostrander was permitted to overpower her by the eloquent cant of which the 
filst was a perfect master. 
NOTES BY THE WAY. 
KENSINGTON-GRAND CROSSING-AUSTiN-oAK PARK-RIVER FOREST. 
A CORDIAL greeting was given us at Kensington by ·Mr. B. Mercer, the teacher of the public school. The school is mixed and the work would 
furnish ample employment for two teachers. The school· room is well pro. 
vide~ with outline maps, globes, charts, etc. The building is new and the 
. site attractive. 
At Grand Crossing Mr. Carter is principal, having under him three assist-
. ants. The school is well graded and the order first-rate. 
Austin has a puhlic school of which any town Ihight justly be proud. The 
building is a fine structure-two stories and a basement. At the head of the 
schools we find Prof. D. L. Buzzell, formerly of La Fayette, Ind., assisted by 
Mrs. E. M. Zahn, a lady of fine accomplishments; Miss A. A. Blackburn has 
the grammar school; Mrs. Helen B. Bradshaw, the intermediate, and Miss E. 
M. Haggard takes care of the little ones in a pleasant basement room. This 
is Miss Haggard's fourth year in this school. We have never listened to a better 
conducted recitation in reading in a primary school than the one we heard here. 
The order in going out of the room for recess in Mrs. Bradshaw's department 
was excellent. We failed to see a pupil who did not keep step: The prin-
cipal gives instruction in vocal musie to the different departments daily. Only 
the rudiments of music are taught. The apparatus of the school is quite full 
. and in good condition. A new air-pump.has just been purchased of E. S. Ritch-
ie & Sons, of Boston, at a cost of $45. The lihrary is very comprehensive and 
speaks volumes for those who have in hand the shaping and direction of the 
school interests of Austin. $500 worth of choice books in literature etc. will 
be added to this library in a few days. The high school-room is provided 
~th a fi'le piano. The chemical laboratory is having some valu'lble additions. 
The building is heated by steam. the last recitation we listened to left a 
good impression of Austin schools. We hope to spend some time in these 
schools again. 
Oak Park has one of the best schools in Cook county. Mr. B. L. Dodge is 
principal, assisted by Mrs. H. B. Ho~ell, Misses Buhre, Griffith', Woodruff, 
and the Misses Lewis of Blue Island. The rooms in the school buildmg are 
I 
very pleasant and well arranged. A recitation in percentage by a class of 
seventeen girls and boys under the instruction of Miss Buhre was unusually 
interesting. Miss Mary A. Lewis has charge of the primary school. The lit-
tle ones llre allowed to go home at the afternoon recess, which is a wise plan. 
Mr. A. H. Andrews should visit this room. The adjustable kindergarten 
table which they have just put into this school is not patented. It is an object-
lesson table, made so that all the pupils can see what is placed upon its surface; 
this surface can be placed at any angle desired. Go and see it and let all 
primary school-rooms have one. Miss Lewis' sister- teaches the branch 
school at Ridgeland and Avon. Miss Griffith has a large school, but some 
rich work is being done there in the way of discipline, penmanship, and 
rhetorical exercises. The pupils in Miss Woodruff's room show much enthu-
siasm in their reciations. In fact, whenever we chanced to go there, we found 
order, quiet, attention, scholarship, and independence. It is a great accom-
plishment to be in possession of modest . self-reliance. The teachers here are 
paid good salaries, ranging from $500 to $2000 a year. The library is good, 
and the philosophical and the other apparatus the · be~t we have yet seen in 
any school-mostly new. The school has been the recipient of many rich 
gifts in the way of pictures, books, etc., from friends of the school living ' 
here. Prof. Dodge took the pains to make some experiments in connection 
with a very powerful battery which he is fortunate enough to possess, it being 
the only one of the kind yet made. 
We had the pleasure of a short acquaintance with Prof. Geo. W. Wilcox, 
who is principal at River Forest. Misses Lusk and Knapp are his assistants. 
It being after school hours, we did not see their pupilS-but it is reported that 
much and good service is being faithfully rendered. As a rule teachers are 
being overworked by having too many pupils to discipline and to teach. In-
dividual training pays well. When there are too many scholars, much con-
cert and general instruction must' necessarily be given. THE EDUCATIONAL 
WEEKLY or THE PRACTICAL TEACHER isin the hands of nearly every teacher 
we have met; in fact, all read it, as there is no little amount of borrowing 
done. The teachers are joyful over the election of Mr. Lane as County Su-
perintendent of Schools of Cook county. Subscriptions during this trip: for 
the WEEKLY, twenty, THE PRACTICAL TEACHER, ten. It must be remem-
bered that a fair number of the teachers we have met on this trip were already 
subscribers to the WEEKLY. We go on toward Geneva. A. H. PORTER. 
Notes. 
LITERARy.-A. S. Barnes & Co. have published, in pamphlet form, two addresses relative to the Orphan Houses on Ashley Down, Bristol, Eng~ 
land, and the other objects of the SCriptural knowledge institution for home 
and abroad, by George Milller. The addresses were given in Plymouth 
Church, Brooklyn, and are edited by S. 13. Halliday.--Boys who complain 
of not being able to find' a good" piece to speak" should be directed to ' buy 
one of P. Garrett & Co's One Hundred Choice Selections in poetry and prose, 
of which No. 14 has just been published. It can be obtained by addressing 
. the publishers at 708 Chestnut 'street, Philadelphia. enclosmg 30 cents.--
The chapters on Mound-Builders-Indians--Esquimaux, and Early Discov-
eries of Different Nations, in Quackenbos' American History for Schools, are 
the best treatment of those subjects for common schools that we have seen. 
The illustrations in the filst chapter are full of instruction. The analytical 
reviews and outlines at the close of chapters throughout the book are very ex-
cellent features, especially in a work designed for school use. The publishers 
aimed to surpass all rivals in the prep~tion of this book, and it is confidently 
claimed that they have succeeded.--Another monthly journal containing 
selections for public readmg and declamation is the Baltimore Elocutionist, 
published by Rice, Benson & Co., Baltimore, Md. at $1.25 per year.-.-
"Pansy," (Mrs. G. R. Alden), publishes with D. Lothrop & Co. a new and 
richly Illustrated Holiday book, entitled, "Mother's Boys and Girls. "--The 
excellent paper of Prof. L . S. Thompson, on Drawing, read at the last meet· 
i~g of the National Educational Association, has been published in pamphlet 
form, and may, we presume, be had by addressing Prof. Thompson at Lafay-
ette, Ind. By the way, we hope to present a continuation of Prof. Thompson's 
series of lesSons in Dictation Drawing soon in the WEEKLY.--The Athene-
um, published at Springfield, Ill., is one of thl,! best of periodicals devoted to 
elocutionary literature.-- The National Teachers' Monthly has entered 
upon its fourth year. Its publisherS' have made a valiant effort to bring it be- . 
fore the teachers of the country as an independent national journal, and have 
not fnlly succeeded. Their lack of success in this particnlar is tacitly ac-
, knowledged by them in publishing the first number of their fourth volume 
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under the less pretentious title of Bartus' Educatio.nal Monthly. It could 
scarcely be more than that any' way, and it is better that it ' should have a 
name suited to its character. Under its present editorial management it is 
unexcelled among the ' educational journals.-- The Advance, tbe leading 
Congregational paper of the West, is now edited by Gen. Chas. H. Howard, 
Dr. Talmage's. editorial connection with the paper having ceased two or three 
weeks ago. Its vivacity as an independent literary and religious journal-
dealing somewhat, too, with politics-renders . it one of. tbe most popular 
of the weeklies. Respecting the resignation of Supt. J. L. Pickard, it 
says, "We fear it may be a long while before the city secures an-
other superintendent m all respects so conspicuously fitted for the du!tes of 
hat office-the most important office in the city."--A striking indication 
that the subject of education is receiving more general attention among the in-
telligent classes is the establishment of a new departmen~ in the leading even-
ing paper of Chjcago, the Evening Journal, devoted exc;lusively to popular ed-
ucation. This new department appears in the Saturday evening edition and in 
. the weekly edition, on Wednesday. It is edited by Prof. W. P. Jones, of Evans-
ton, a gentleman of long experience in 'educational work. The first edition con-
tains five columns comprising an announcement of the new undertaking, a few ' 
words to the friends of the enterprise, to teachers, to school-boards, an essay 
on ,i Mind Service," a 'letter from the State Superintendent of Illinois, school 
news, and official opinions from Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, 
Iowa, special items, a few words for exchanges, and other notes and para-
graphs. A special subscription rate is made to teachers and other educational 
subscribers of $1. IS per annum, which is ten per cent lower than the Weekly 
Journal's regular rates. We welcome this new recruit, and shall undoubtedly 
find it a valuable ally in promoting a most worthy cau~e. 
GENERAL.- The Russians are making good progress in Europe and 
Asia Minor. Both Kars and Plevna are completely invested. There is a 
legend among the Bulgarians that when the Turks first overran Bulgaria, 
Plevna held out against them for sixty-six years.--The London . Times re-
ports . experiments made at the Islington cattle market to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of dynamite in slaughtering cattlehumanely.--. D . . W. Voorhees 
has been appointed by Governor Williams to fill the vacancy in the U. S. 
Senate caused by the death of O. P. Morton.--Oakley Hall has returned. 
--Prof. James Orton, the Humboldt of the present day, has sacrificed his 
life to the interests of scientific discovery in the Amazon Valley. The tele: 
graph brings the intelligence of his death from malarial fever.--Mr. Welsh 
has been confirmed as minister to England.--Harper's Bazar says that the 
demand for Hebrew books is greater at the present time than at any period of 
Jewish history. In a Jewish book store in New York no less than twenty 
different modern editions of the Talmud can be found, besides similar editions 
of almost every Jewish work of note. It is hardly to be supposed that such 
books would be published unless there was a demand for them. 
Correspondence. 
WHISPERING IN SCHOOL. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
I HEARTILY respond to the suggesstion of your correspondent "C. C.," of Davenport, Iowa', that the WEEKLY be made still more, if possible, the 
medium of practical hints and helps to its readers. Trusting that its useful-
ness in this direction is to be extended rather than diminished, I offer these 
in response to his inquiry on the subject of whispering. The whole question 
remarks resolves itself into the following . : Should whispering be prohibited? 
lfball-playing, talking aloud, or "pull-away" should be prohibited, then, also, 
should whispering, for it is equally and inexcusably a disorder, falling short in 
nothing but degree. 
Can it be prevented? No doubt the temptations and opportu~ities are so 
great that its prevention is ,a work of great difficulty, but its suppression. to 
such an extent that it will cease to be a disturbance is entirely practicable. 
As to the means, let me suggest the following: Let it bi: understood that 
. whispering is a disorder, dangerous in its tendency, and as much to be guarded 
against as any other, and that its toleration is not to be thought of. 
Let the teacher be his own monitor. Let every offense be noticed promptly, 
and if repeated, reprimanded. If the pupil persists, let the teacher proceed 
to prompt and vigorous measures without showing any hesitation or uncer-
tainty as to the justice of his course. 
When a pupil is corrected for whispering or appearing to do so, let there 
be no argument or bickering on th~ part of the pupil, for if he is at work and 
attending to his own business he will not often expose himself,to the suspicion 
of being disorderly. A vigorous campaign begun at 9 . o'clock A. M., of the 
first day of school, will generally produce the desired result. I should have 
~o more hesitancy in suspending a pupil for repeated violations of this regula-
!ton than for any other offense whatever. . H: M. E. 
OVID, MICH. . 
A NOTE FROM PROF. HENDRICKS; 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
PARDON me for again asking space for a few words to your readers through the WEEKLY, not in reply to Prof. Easterday, but as a supplement to my 
remarks on page 235 of the WEEKLY. I ask this favor because what I then 
said has been misapprehended, at least by Prof. Easterday, and therefore proba-
bly by others· of your readers. 
Let me say then distinctly that I have no issue with Prof. Easterday as to 
the fact that the deviation from the vertical is zero at the commencement of 
the descent, and that the rate of deviation increases rapidly as the body de-
scends. This fact is, in reality, affirmed in my note on page 235 ; for by mak-
ing the cal (ulations as there suggested I find for the deviation, as follows: 
First Second .0008988 feet . . 
Second" .0062916 feet. 
Third " .017°772 feet. 
Fourth" (.82 of) .0259°07 feet. 
The formula 
of decimals. 
Total deviation .°5°1683 feet. 
gives .050168425, making the agreeinent exact to six places 
I will only say, in conclusion, that if the results obtained . from the formula 
under consideration do not agree with experiments properly conducted, the 
discr~pancy arises, not from any misapplication of the formula, but from the 
fact that the formula assumes that terrestrial projectiles move in parabolas, 
where,,, they do in fact move in ellipses. . 
To determine whether the ellipse in which a falling body moves while near 
the verte: departs sensibly from a parabola, would, in consequence of the 
la,ge rUL.bel'; involved, require a somewhat tedious calculation, but involves 
no other difficulty. I find, from a hasty calculation, .that a falling body at the 
equator will describe an ellipse whose major axis=3969.3226 ms., minor axis 
=r9·7806 ms., latus rectum=27.3987 ms., and local distance from vertex= 
6.8226 ms.; but I have not been able to discover that this ellipse, near its ver-
tex, departs sensibly from a parabola. 
DESMoINES, IOWA, Nov. 8, 1877. 
======= 
J. E. HENDRICKS. 
QUERIES AND ANSWERS. 
. ANSWERS; 
40. Smce the diameter of a circle forms the diagonal of the largest square 
inscribed in a circle, and the diagonal of a' square divides it into two triangles 
equal in all respects, the diagonal being a hypothenuse common to both, and 
since the square described on the hypothenuse of a right angled triangle is 
equal t o the sum of the squares on the other two sides, it follows that 
~4~4= the side of the greatest square inscribed in a .circle 4 feet in 
diameter =2.8+ ft. '. . 
Solution of problem giVen by D. H . Davison in THE EDUCATIONAL WEEK-
L y of Sept. 20, page 170: 
(I) x+Y+z=5, (2) XYZ=IO. (3)xs+ys+zs:;=70!. 
(4) y=~ from equation ~2). 
xz 
(5) x+~ =5-z by substituting this last value of y in (I) and transpos-
xz 
ing z. 
(6) X S + 20X:+ 100 ';"25- IOZ+ Z8 by squaring (5). 






~= 25 - Ioz+zs-x8-~by transposing (6). 
x 2 Z S . z 
y 8 = .!!::' by squarmg (4). 
x'zs 
X S + ~+Z2 =7<>1, by substituting last value of y2 in (3). 
, x 2 Z S . 
. 100 =70!-xS-z8, by transposing (9). 
X 2Z 8 . 
70}--x8-zS= 25-IO Z+Z2-X8_~ by comparing (7) and (10). 
. Z ' 
(12) 45! - 2Z8+ IO Z+ 20=0 by collecting and transposing (II). 
. Z 
(13) z8 -5.ZS-22!Z-IO=0 by reducing, changing sigus, etc., in (12). 
zS-5Z8 - 22!Z- .IO t Z +2·5 
z8+2·5z8 z8:.-7·5z-4· 
-7·5Z2 - 22-!Z 
-7·5z2_I8tz 
-4Z- IO . 
-4Z- 1O . 
Hence -2.5= one of the values of z. . . 
Completing the square of ZS -7.5z-4 glve3 the other values of z, VIZ.: 
~m~ . 
The values of' x and y may be found by the same course of reasolling useo, 
in finding the values of II; whence, x, y, z each appear to have the same com-
parative v,alues, th\\t is x = t8-Zi or -! 
,, -= 8-2! or-! 
II = 8-2i or -I H. B. A. 
" 
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Iowa. 
THE Burlington Hawkeye has this very seasonable advice to parents :-. " Let the tender infant among its first lessons be taught that honor and 
integrity are not simply things to be admired and emulated, but they are char· 
'. acteristics that everyone does and must posses. That they must be honest 
because it i~ right and proper to be honest, whatever the consequences 
may be to them individually, that their' integrity is to be prized more 
highly than wealth or fame; and let these lessons be repeated, and again reit· 
erated day by ?ay, week by week, year by year, by example as well as by pre· 
cept, b~ the falth.ful observances of every promise made the child; and let it 
be apphed to theIr thoughts and words as well as their deeds, and the number 
of ~ef~ulters, of embezzlers, and absconding officials will .be materially reduced. 
ThiS ~s a work that parents only .can do. It is most effectually begun before 
the ~hlld. reac.hes an ~ge to. leave Its home for the public school, where the ed· 
ucatlOn It wIll receive WIll be far too strictly limited to the intellect. The 
mor:tl n:,-ture of the ~hild is subject among its playmates to a multitude of de· 
faml.ng Influences which can only be corrected and counteracted by patient and 
'perslstent effort!lt the fireside. If it is neglected there, what wonder that in 
later years sO?le·stress.of difficulty, some peculiar and subtle form of temptatIon 
~hall .undermme the weakel' spot, the tower of respectability and influence that 
:s bwlt upon the sands of expediency, and in its crashing dissolution many 
mnocent are whelmed in irremediable ruin."--Mr. W. P. Todd is principal 
of the public schools of Boone. The enrollment for the fall term up to Oct. 
22 was 6I5.--The fourth annual oratorical contest of the Iowa State Col· 
legiate Associ~tion was held at Mount Pleasant, Thursday evening, Nov. I. 
'the orations were of a hIgh grade and reflected credit upon the ten colleges 
represented. The judges were Hon. Buren R. Sherman, of Des Moines, Sam· 
uel Clark, of the Keokuk Gat~ Gity, and D. S. Tappan, of Mt. Pleasant. The 
decision of the judges awarded the honor of representing the state at the into:r· 
state contest.to be held at St. Louis next May, to James G. Eberhart, of Cor· 
nell College, who spoke upon the subject of "Dante." The second honor was 
given to William D. Evans, of the State University, who spoke upon the sub· 
j~ct, ., The American Democracy." 
Illinois. 
PERSONAL. 
HENRY C. cox, the principal of the Farmington schools, is conducting an educational departm .. nt in 'Th~ Farmingto1t News. The number 
that has reached us is full of good things-just such things as should be said 
to the public.--Samuel W. Paisley has been obliged to give up his work in 
the Normal School, on account of an unexpected relapse, and left for North 
Carolina. HIS work has been hIghly satisfactory to \ill concerned. In his 
withdrawal from the ranks a gap is left that cannot be filled easily. "Died-
At the residence of Jacob Wiford, Esq., in Hoopeston, on Satur<j.ay, at II 
o'clock P. M., of typhoid fever, Miss Fannie E. Wiford. Miss Wi ford had 
been engaged in the public schools of Hoope5ton . for about four years, and 
was so engaged until a week before her death. With a character above reo 
proach, and a highly cultivated m!nd, she entered into the labors?f her .call-
ing with great earnestness, and enjoyed the love of all under her mstructlons, 
and the highest esteem of all who knew h~r."-Danvi#e News.--T~e pub· 
lic schools of .Hoopeston, under the supermtendency of Prof. T. B. Bud, are 
in a flourishing condition. He has the aid of .~ve faithful and competent. as 
sistants-ailiadies.--The Governor has appOinted the Rev. Fred H. Wines 
Commissioner to represent the state of Illinois in the International Prison 
Congress to be held at Stockholm, Sweden.--Dr. Gregory and ~rof. Mor-
row have been invited to deliver addresses before the annual meetmg of the 
., 
State Dairymen's Association at Elgin, December 10 to 12, and they will 
doubtless accept.--Dr. Sewall recently delivered his lecture on " Sand" to 
a Denver audience. The papers are very warm in their expressions of praise. 
--Gov. Cullom and Dr. Wines visited the Illinois Normal school last week. 
Both addressed the students. The GOvernor is an old friend of the school, 
having voted supplies for its support when it was almost political death in his 
own county to do it. As speaker of the House, three years ago, he was of in· 
valuable assistance to the friends of education. At the coming meeting of the 
State Association, let the teachers of the state make his personal acquaintance. 
They will find him a genial, warm·hearted gentleman, who sympathizes with 
them in their work, and who realizes the full import of the term, "an educated 
constituency." Dr. Wines, the Secretary of the Board of Public Charities, 
will always receive a cordial welcome. His talks to the students are full of 
suggestiveness. Few men possess his art of putting things in clear and co~· 
cise terms. From the fact that his labors are chiefly with those who are physi. 
cally and morally deformed, he sees the obverse side of the educational prob. 
lem, and his conclusions are worth the careful consideration of every person 
who is interested in the work of public education. 
We have not received election news from many counties as yet, but hope to 
be able to present a complete list of the newly elect~d superinte~dents in an 
early issue.--Mr. Paddock is elected to the supenntendency In Kankakee 
county and Supt. Robert Brand is reelected in Jo Daviess.-. -McLean c':lunty 
reelects Supt. W. H. Smith. This is a cause for congratulatIOn to al! the fnends 
of popular education in his county. He is a teacher of marked skill and u.n-
derstands, as few men do, the relations which education bears to the ~atenal_ 
and other interests of the people. Moreover, he has a rare f~culty of tellI~g ~he 
people the facts in the case, and he devotes a fa!r share of tIm.e to the bwldmg 
up of a healthy public sentiment on school questIons. In addItIon .to these qual. 
ties he is a keen and active business man and has saved to his county by 
judicious management enough money, by actual count, to pay his ~Iary for 
half his term of office.--Champllign county defeats Supt. S. L. Wilson, tile 
present incumbent. His successful competitor is Mrs. C. E. Lamed. We 
know nothing of this lady's qualifications f?r . the . office. She !"ust hav~ 
peculiar fitness to follow succcssiully the admlnlstral1o',l .of Mr. Wilson. T!lc 
schools of Champai n county are in an excel!ent condl~on . The Industrial 
.university, the ~xceplionally good schools In Cham?al~, under Mr. Lan· 
ning, and in Urbana, under Mr. Hays, and the t':lwnshlp .hlgh school at Tolo· 
no, in charge of Mr. Palmer, and other ~chools I~ the villag~ of the count~, 
have afforded Mr. Wilson a good supply of lIlat~na/ from ~hlc~ to select hIS 
teachers. The Normal School also has II large representatIOn m the co~tr· 
The summer institutes have been attended by large numbers of en~u~lastlC 
ladies and gentlemen and we question if there ar~ three other countIes ~n the 
state where there is more upri,tl d~ corps. It wIIl ~e a ca,:,se of unfel~ed 
regret if this high standard shall be lowered. Of thiS ther~ IS probably lIttle 
hazard, although, as has been stated, we cannot speak a.dvlsedly. Woodf?rd 
county reelo:cts Supt. J . E. Lamb. He has the excel?l1onal h?nor of bemg 
the only man upon his ticket who was elected. He IS a publIc ~chool man 
in every sense of the term. A successful teacher, haVl.ng fi~ted hImself ~y a 
Normal.School training, and an enthusiastic worker, he has III the short tUlle 
that he has had charge of the schools, having been appointed to fill a vacancy, 
done much to improve their efficiency. We look hopefully toward Woodford. 
There is gre!lt room for improvement, and,. we ar~ co.nfiden~ that Mr. Lamb 
is the man for the occasion. He has effiCient albes m vanous ~rts of ~he 
county, notably at EI Paso and Minonk--Peoria cou!1ty defeats MISS .Whlte. 
side, the present incumbent, and elects Mr. J. E. PIllsbury. Mr: Pillsbury 
has had charge of the Second Ward schools for many years. He IS an ener· 
getic man, and doubtless will make a good superintendent. The schools. of 
the county are in an excellent condition. Miss Whiteside h~ wo~ked WIth 
unsurpassed faithfulness. Upon the bluff is a tall man who IS domg grand 
thing's for the schools. His name is familiar to educators east ~nd west. The 
young people who enter the County Normal School go from Its : hall~ ~lled 
With a spirit of devotion to their work if they catch the animus of Its pnnclpal. 
--Supt. Tombaugh, of Livingston county, is reelected. DeKaib county elec~ 
S. L. Graham, of Malta. H. P. Hall, the present superintendent, was not a 
candidate. Effingham county reelects Supt. Scott. He is a school man, h~v. 
ing spent several terms at the Illinois Normal School, and having taught WIth 
decided success. Piatt c6unty elects Miss Mary I. Reed. Bureau county reo 
elects Supt. Miller. He has been tried and is known to be well· fitted for the. 
position. Marshall county reelects Supt. Edwards by a large majority. ~o~ 
county elects Mr. Armstrong. He was for some time a student of The DlIOOiS 
Wesleyan U!)iversity at Bloomington. Whiteside county elects Mr. Loomis to 
succeed Supt. Crary. Mr. Crary was not a candidate. Rock Island county reo 
elec!S Supt Sturgeon, and Henry county performs the same kindly office f<>r 
Supt Barge. Mrs. Taylor is reelected in Alexander county, Supt. Kerr 1lI 
Iroquois, and Supt. Guy in Vermilion. Mc Henry probably reelects Supt. 
Nickle, while Kane returns a majority for Supt. Mann. 
Educational News. 
CALlFORNIA.-The meeting of the State Education!).1 Convention Oct. , 25 was attend~d by abou.t 230 members. State Supt. Carr delivered the 
opemng address, w~lch w~ !"ghly spoken of by ~he press of San Francisco. 
~e gave the followlnlt statistics: "The present school population of Califor-
ma, or number o~ chtldren .between the ages of 5 and 17, is 200,067; the 
number enrolled 1U the puhhc schO<.oIs, 135,335, with an average daily attend-
ance of 89,539. The present number of teachers in the public schools is 3,167; 
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1,184 men, 1,983 women. The total income for school purposes from all 
sources during the past year was $3,612,163.32; the total expenditures, $2,-
749,729.46. The valuation of school property is $5,933,243 64. The total 
annual expediture in the United States for public schools, in 1875, was $81,-
932,954. The total valuation of school property, $173,833,545." Mrs. 
Jeanne C. Carr, Deputy ~tate Supt., also read an address, on "Education at 
the Centennial," which Mr_ John Swett characterized as "the most graphic 
and interesting paper he had ever heard read before a teachers' convention." A 
resolution was adopted favoring the introduction· of sewing for girls into the 
primary, grammar, and ungraded country schools taught by women, so far as 
it may be made available is a means of education, and not as a trade, the 
women as a rule voting in the negative. The following was also adopted: "Res~lved, That our present state course of study, as applied to country 
schools is defective in that it requires too many things to be taught children 
in the primary grade, that would be better learned, and without effort, when 
age s:hall have matured the child's mind." The following was adopted "by 
an immense majority, and without debate." 
"Resolved, That, in the opinion of this Convention, some of the text-books 
prescribed by law for use in publ!c schools are entirely inadequate to meet 
the wants for which they are deSigned, and that we, as school officers and 
teachers, earnestly desire a change_" A. L. Mann was elected President 
for the coming year. A resolution was adopted urging upon the Legislature 
the organization of a kindergarten in connection with the State Normal 
School at San Jose. We are mdebted for the above facts to one of the two 
excellent· educational journals now published in that~ state.-The Pacific 
School and Home JouY1zal. Respecting the Convention the other 01 these 
journals, Fitzgerala's Home Newspaper, has this to say: 
"Though the State Teachers' Association had a somewhat stormy session, one 
thing was developed by the outcome of the discussions, namely, that the dif-
ferences between educators in California, when reduced to clear and definite 
statement, are not so gre~t as many. imagine. Leaving out of view past irri-
tations and personal feelmg, there IS no reason why all the laborers in the 
educational field should pot work together." 
Henry N. Bola?der, present ~ujJerintendent of San Francisco public schools, 
will enter upon hiS dutIe; as pnnclpal of the Bush Street School Nov. 21.--
Plans for a new Gir~'s ~ig~ School building have been adopted in San Fral1-
cisco. The board m thiS City recently had a warm discussion of the relative 
merits of Apple~on's 'and John.son's Cyclope:dias.--L. D Smith,. late prin-
cipal of the Spnngfield, 0., High School, has become first assistant of the Los 
Angeles High School.--Three ladies were elected to the office of county 
Superintendent at the late election. 
COLORADO.-Miss Addie Sewllll, daughter of Prest. Sewall conducts the 
reading exercises;of the Normal Department at the State Univ:rsity. 
ILLINOIS.-At Leland, Misses Hughs, Hurd, and Squires, school teachers 
went to the polls on eler:tion day. and demanded the right to vote for count; 
supermtendent, ~ontendmg that if a woman is intelligent enough and has a 
right to be supermtendent, they ought to be allowed to express a choice in the 
matter. The judges refused to receive their votes, and they.withdrew under 
protest.--The following county superintendents were elected last week: 
Kendall county, C_ Duffy; Morgan county, I-liggins; Rock Island county, M. 
M. Sturgeon; Will county, Joseph F. Pt!rry; Peoria county, J. E. Pillsbury' 
Putnam county, J. H. Seaton; Vermilion county, C. V. Guy; Kankake~ 
county, C. Paddock; Lee county, a tie between A. D. Sanborn and J. Preston 
each receiving 1,915 votes; Grundy county, John Higby; Macon. county, Joh~ 
Trainer; McDonough county, H. A. Maxwell; Champaign county, Mrs. C. E. 
Larned; Ogle county,-Ray; St. Clair county, James P. Slade' Dupage 
county, Dr. Haggard.--Mr. Darling, of Lockport, says that 40 tea~hers have 
gone out. from his sc~ool during his term of service there, and making a mod-
erate estimate of their services of $200 per year, they would increase the an-
nual income of the place $8,000. These persons, without any educational 
training, are of that class who would have earned little or nothing had they 
not been teachers. This getting an education is certainly a paying investment. 
--A letter from a correspondent at Collinsville to the E;dwanlsvil'e Repub-
lican says: "I learn that the colored children have entered our city schQols 
and trouble is hrewing." . 
INDlANA.-Supt. A. C. Goodwin, of Clark county, has our thanks for a copy 
of his Monthly Report blanks. It is one of the most complete things of the kind 
we ever saw. By looking over this, he learns the number of pupils in the 
different classes, the length of each recitation, the number of times the class 
recites, the progress made by each class during the month; and by carrying 
out the totals, he knows the nun. bel' of children in the different branches the 
number of recitations daily in each branch, the time devoted to each br~nch 
and, finally, adding the totals, he ascertains the whole number of classes, th~ 
whole ?u~ber of recitat~ons, and the entire time consumed in hearing all of 
the reCI~atlons. By addmg the first, second, etc., columns separately, the time 
sp.ent With each ~rade ?lay be found out.--The public schools of Indianap-
olis are favored m havmg a devoted and scholarly superintendent · in charge 
of them. Unusual attention is given to methods of instruction in the lower 
grades. A course in grammar has been published for these schools alone, 
the C Grammar Grade and the B Grammar Grade having each a manual. 
MASSACHUSEl'l's.-Dr. Emily Metcalf, of Waltham, graduate of Boston 
University School of Medicine, has been elected to the pOSition of Visiting Physi-
cian and Lecturer 011 Care of Health at Lasell Seminary, Auburndale. 
MARYLAND.-The Maryla1zd Scl/ool Joumal has revived uncler the in-
spiration of a resolution passed by the State Teachers' Association, in which 
that body pledges its cooperation and influence in making i~ s.ucces~ful. P~of. 
Charles G. Edwards will assist the editor, M. A. Newell, glvmg hIS attentton 
especially to subjects in which city teachers are particularly interested. We 
welcome this excellent journal again to our list of exchanges.--A scientific 
survey of the state is in progress, having special reference to geological an d 
biological features. The work is conducted under the auspices of the Mary-
land Academy of Science, of which Professor Phillip R. Uhler is .president. 
Having accompanied some of the Hayden expeditions, Prof. Uhler is especial-
ly fitted for the conduct of this survey. In connection with the work of the 
survey, and \>y means of funds contributed by the members of the Academy 
in addition to the sum devoted from its income, collectors have been set at 
work throughout the state, and represen.tative specimens of its animals, vege-
tables. and minerals have been obtained for a museum. The fauna and flora 
. of Maryland are said to embrace a great majority of all the species this side of 
the Mississippi.--The Mayor of Baltimore has been authorized by the City 
Council to appoint a commission of five citizens to ascertain whether the 
school system now in operation presents defects, and, if this be the case, how 
they may be remedied. " 
MrCHIGAN.-In the high school department at Cassopolis, under the ~an­
agement of Mr. H. C. Rankin, there are 55 pupils enrolled; of these, 29 are 
studying Latin (16 Cresar, 4 Cicero, and 9 beginning), 14 French, 5 Greek, 
and 7 German. This is remarkable for a school in a town of so small a popu-
lation. 
NEBRASKA.-The State University opened Oct. 2 with 150 sutderits in at-
tendance. The late repairs have considerably improved the appearance of 
the building. " 
OHIO.-Snpt. A. J . . Rickoff, of Cleveland, has, at the request of the 
Board of Education, submitted an analysis of the majority and minority re-
ports of the Joint Committee of the Board on the Course of Study, appending 
some observ.ltions in regard to the studies of common schools. The whole is 
published in the Cleveland Leader, from which we make the following sketch: 
Mr. Rickoff approves of the introduction of book-keeping in the High Schools, 
and that botany, zoology, physiology, and astronomy be taught by lectures, 
not more than one lecture of the kind being required per week, thus giving to 
each subject altogether not more than eight to ten lessons. He also favors 
the earlier introduction of some of the business rules, such as percentage, in-
terest etc_ to some extent, but di;p:lrages the introduction of discount, partial 
payments, and averaging of accounts at the age of twelve and thirteen years. 
He concurs with the recommendation that botany be dropped from the course 
of the D grammar grade, rather because he finds difficulty in baving it taught 
well than "because it is not useful. It is now his practice, and he favors the 
adoption of the rule by the Board, to make' the promotions from grade to 
grade .emi-annual instead of annual. Respecting the introduction of physics 
into the Grammar school course he says: "If it be meant only that the teacher 
shall set apart a regular time for the explanation of the simplest laws of me-
chanics, of the use of the barometer and thermometer and the causes of their 
rise and fall, of the means by which the current is excited whereby intelligence 
is carried from house to house, city to city and around the world; if we mean 
this kind of instruction by the study of what is called 'physics' in the Gram· 
mar school course, then certainly it is to be welcomed even to the exclusion 
of the study of the topography of Siberia or any other now obscure quarter of 
the globe, because it may at some future time become the theater of war or 
the object of diplomacy; it is to be welcomed certainly, even if it must be to 
the exclusion of partial payments, averages of accounts, allegations, permuta-
tions, etc., etc., which are now commonly called sacred only because they are 
covered by the mantle ofthe common school arithmetic. Ifl had my way I would 
restrict the study of arithmetic in the common schools to those topics which the 
fathers of the early part of the present century studied at school, and thought 
themselves fortunate to reach. I would not carry little children into those 
abstruse rules which were then reserved to the college curriculum." Mr. 
Rickoff also recommends the continuance, to some extent, of arithmetic, gram-
mar, and geography in the High Schools. He favors the establishment of a 
technical school, or at least that a "technical course" be introduced into the 
High Schools, and vigorously handles certain other recommendations of the 
Committee respecting reading, spelling, etc. 
KANsAS.-A sensible move has De en made by S. A. Felter, editor, and 
Geo. W. · Martin, publisher, of Topeka, in bringing out the Educational Cal-
endar, a very neat folio sheet for teachers and parents. . It is to be published 
monthly at twenty-five cents a year for subscription. The first number is full 
of good reading; if succeeding numbers are equally interesting and valuable, 
it will not be long before half the teachers in the state will send in their quar-
ter-dollars. We are in>;lebted to this first number for the following: 'Twenty-
eight teachers are employed .in the public schools of Topeka, and $ 16,000 is 
paid each year in salaries.--Prof. Mudge has shipped eight tons of 
vertebrates from the plains of Kansas to Yale in the last four years; the freight 
alone on the fossils amounted to one thousand dollars.--The formal dedica-
tion of the completed Kansas University building w.ll take place on the 22cl inst. 
WrscoNsIN.-A wise action taken by the superintendent and tea'chers of Ken-
osha gave eltction day to the schools, and the day after Thanksgiving will pro-
bably be taken as a holiday instead_--Supt. ISham ' eports to the Whitewater 
Register that the schools in Walworth county are in "fine working order, with-
out exception ." He specially compliments the management and support of 
the village schools, mentioning particularly Whitewater, Delavan, Sharo!l, and 
East Troy. Elkhorn, Geneva, and Delavan are working under the new Free 
High School Law.--A committee of citizens visited the Eagle-Summit. 
school by special invitati\>n and reported very favorably of its management by_ 
Mr. W. H. Cory. Mr. Cory has a normal class consisting of those who expect 
sooner or later to engage in teaching. His long connection with the White-
water Normal School has given !:iill) a good preparation-Cor such work.--M 
S. Frawley and A. R. Ames were both reelected county superintendents by 
large majorities in Dane county Good! " 
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Musical Department. 
MUSICAL TEXT-BOOKS FOR PUBLIC SCHQOLS. 
THE subject of teaching vocal music in public schools ~aving de~anded so much attention within the last few years, and it havmg been mtroduced 
as a regular study into the curriculum of nearly. all our best school systems, 
it is no wonder that book-makers ' and publishers have turned their attention to 
this department, and, as a consequence, are annually flooding the country 
with musical text-books for day schools. While a very few books have been 
issued that can lay any proper claim to suitability for such purpose, the vast 
majority seem to have been prepareu with no other' end in view than, like the 
Yankee's razors, "to sell;" the persom issuing them undoubtedly presuming 
upon the ignorance of the public in regard to the wants of this department, 
and depending for success upon the jingle and tinsel of the trashy composi-
tions,-which often seem quite pretty at first to the musically uncultured 
ear,-with which their books are literally filled. Others seem· to have been 
published for the special glorification of the auth<;>r and his immediate friends, 
as we find all the songs are written by only a few persons, most of whom 
were never heard of before outside of their own immediate vicinity, and, 
judging from their compositions, we humbly hope may never be heard from 
again. Other books seem to have been prepared in some very peculiar man-
ner as to the gradation of the music. We have sometimes thought that prob-
ably the compilers, having collected their material. together, have thrown it into 
a wheel qf fortune, and thence drawn it and placed it in their graded (?) read-
ers in the order in which it came from the wheel; for we find in books in-
tended for the youngest primary grades, songs embracing nearly two octaves in 
compass, difficult modulations, two, three, and often four parts, etc.; while in books 
for higher grades, little baby songs are introduced that could be used in young-
est grades on y, if at all. In many of these books no attention seems to have 
. been given to the sentiments expressed either by the music or the words. 
For instance, in a book just published we find such words as these: 
"The frogs are jumping in the pond; 
Chug, chug, chug, chug, chug, chug, 
The boys stand looking just beyond, 
Chug, chug, chug, chug, chug, chug." 
"I wish I was a httle frog, . 
Chug, chug, chug, chug, chug, chug, 
And jumping off a slipp'ry log, 
Chug, chug, £hug, chug, chug, chug." 
We agree :with the author and wish he were a frog, and that he had taken 
his last jump.. In another place In the same book we find the following: 
"Once there were three wand'ring Jews, 
Once there were three wand'ring Jews; 
Wan-wan-wan-dring,-dring,-dring, 
Wan-wan-wan-dring, .dring,-dring, 
Once there were three wand'ring Jews. 
"The first one's name was Abraham, 
The first one's name was Abraham, 
A-bra-bra-ham,-ham,-ham, . 
A-bra-bra-ham,-ham,-ham, 
The first one's name was Abraham'" 
Without taking the space to present all the remaining stanzas of this ex-
quisite productIOn, we will give only the leading line of each, and the reader 
may repeat the syllables as above: 
"The second one's name was Isaac, 
I-I-I-saac,-saac,-saac, etc. 
"The third one's name was Jacob, 
Ja-Ja-Ja-cob,-cob,-cob, etc. 
"The first one he said he, he, he, etc. 
"The second one he said hi, hi, hi, etc. 
"The third one he said ho, ho, ho, etc. 
"Then they all said he, hi, ho, etc." 
In another book we find such an arrangement of words as the following: 
"Oh, Mary had a little lamb; its fleece was white as snow, 
. Shouting the battle-cry of freedom, 
And everywhere that Mary went the lamb was sure to go, 
Shouting the battle-cry of freedom." 
Probably it was quite pleasant for M:1ry, if she were in the least patriotic. 
But we would appeal to the good sense of educators, and ~k, are 'such 
things cOllducive of ~n>,"good thing? It may be argued that they furnish 
amusement to children. Well, suppose they do, are there not other songs 
that will furnish just as much amusement, and yet are not silly! Children 
will too soon in other ways learn enough frivolity without our taking up the 
time that should be given to proper instruction, in permitting the use of such 
songs. No wonder that some sensible persons should be opposed to music 
being taught in public schools, if such songs constitute the course of instruc-
tion. We would heartily join their ranks and say banish it, if nothing better 
can be accomplished. But there is music that will ennoble while it interests 
and amuses, and text-books that are valuable, and of these matters we shall 
take occasion to speak at a future time. 
Practical Hints and Exercises. 
CHAPTERS IN SCHOOL ECONOMY. 
III. ORGANIZATION. 
President WM. F. PHELPS, State Normal School, Whitewater, Wis. 
TEMPORARY CLASSIFICATION. The confidence of the pupils having been gained by methods heretofore suggested, the teacher may next 
proceed to the work of temporary classification. In country schools this i~ an 
undertaking of some difficulty, especially with young and inexperienced in-
structors. Too frequently no records of the previous classification will have 
been left by the former teacher. Whenever such a registration can be . found, 
however, it may be used with advantage m making up the classes for the new 
term: By refering to it, and calling the names of the pupils, the teacher can 
soon determine the previous classification and work of such as may be p.esent 
on the first day of school. Taking the list of each class, beginning with the 
higher, he can, in a few minutes, run through it, ascertain by questioning the 
. pupils a little about how far they have advanced, and at once assign some 
work with which they may be occupied while he takes up a second class, 
and so on, down to the primaries'. These latter he may' engage in a short 
reading lesson, first ascertaining by judicious questioning precisely what 
they are and what they are not able to do. This having been accomplished, the 
little ones may be allowed to take a recess, while the teacher can retrace his 
steps and conduct a short reading lesson with each of the other classes. In 
a similar manner brief lessons may be heard in each of the branches pur-
sued by the other classes with a view, especially, of ascertaining the exact 
proficiency of the pupils in the studies in which they may have here!ofore 
engaged. 
II . Another 11l~thod. But in case no class records are to be found, it will 
be found necessary for the teacher to adopt a different plan. He must, in that 
case, ascertain the prevIOus classification by questioning the pupils themselves; 
or he may begin the work by requesting all who belong to the Fourth or Fifth 
Reader class, as the case may be, to take their places on the recitation seat. 
He may then enroll .their names and allow them to read a few passages, giv-
ing such directions abont the preparation of the succeeding lesson as may 
seem to be proper. The different reader-c1ao;ses may be called and treated in 
a similar way. The classes in arithmetic, geography, etc., may also be thus 
brought out, questioned briefly, and assigned some work for the following day . . 
I n this manner some near approach may be made to the previous classification, 
which will temporarily answer the purpose of the teacher in ascertaining for 
himself the actual s~ding of each pupil in the several studies, with a view 
to a re classification if necessaay. At this point it may be well to sug~est that 
the teacher should reserve the right to change the classification of any pupil 
or even of the whole school, if on caretul examination be shall deem it advis-
able to do so. The main object of these temporary arraigements is to afford an 
opportunity for the teacher to examine the school. This he will accomplish 
under cover of the daily recitations, care being taken to keep a suitable rec-
ord of each pupil's work in the class exercises. These exercises may be 
made to reaoh forward or backward over the ground at present occupied 
by the class. The teacher may make them the occasion of a review to test 
the previous knowledge. or of an advance to del.ermine the power of the pupils. 
In short he should make his daily recitatio~s the means of a thorough ex-
amination of his school with a view to such modifications of the classification 
as the actual needs of his pupils may demand. 
12. Other methods of classification. The foregoing plans have been slig 
gested in order to avoid the danger of arousing the prejudices of both parents 
and children by making innovations or introducing sudden changes into 
a school while the teacher -is a stranger in the district. There is nothmg 
concerning which pupils, both large and small, are more sensitive than th is 
matter of classification. Hence such changes as may be necessary should be 
effected only after the most careful examination into the needs of each pupil, 
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and until the teach~r has had time enough to establish himself in the respect 
and confidence of the school. There may be cases in which other methods 
of procedure would be allowable. If the sentiment of the district be intelli-
gent, if there be a generous apprecIation of the advanced ideas of moder.1 ed-
ucation, and if the reputation of the teacher be such as at once to inspire con-
fidence, then a direct and thorough examination of the school for the purpose 
of clasification may be entered upon, without the intervention of any of the 
temporary expedients that have been herein suggested. For young teachers, 
however, the preceeding plans, or some modifications of them, will be far 
more safe and expedient. They are less tedious. They give the pupils steady 
employment at once. They give the school the form and appearance of or-
,ganization, and cause the pupils to rest contentedly under an orderly succes-
:sion of events to which they are accustomed, instead of making them restive 
'nnder the suspen_se of a more formal examination which threatens to disturb 
;their cla.~s relations. As this subject of classification ' in the country schools 
js a vitally important one, much remains yet to be said upon it, and its ,further 
. discussion must be deferred to another paper. 
TEACHING SPELLING. 
PROF. T . J. LEE, of Loxa, Illinois, has published in the Charleston Cou-rier some good thoughts on the- subject of spelling. The following 
method of teaching is recommended by him: 
Let the pupil, long before he studies grammar, and afterward too if necessa-
'ry, be required regularly to fill the blackboard or slate or a page of blank pa-
lper (the blackboard is the best arid is open to inspection by all) ~ith his own 
lthoughts on some simple subject then given him, a.nd change the subject at 
every such lesson. Then examine his work and have him make all needful 
corrections, explaining to him why they are to be made. In this way he will 
soon lay before you for correction all the words he knows, and be adding 
thereto at every succeeding exercise. You will find him making the same 
mistakes over and over again. Be patient; these are the very words he needs 
to have corrected. In this way, too, he will see the necesssity of spelling the 
same words differently, according to their relations to one another, and acuri-
osity, (which is the principle of the desire of all knowledge,) to learn gra,m-
mar will be formed, without a knowledge of which the best memory spellers 
fail when putting pen to paper. Do not require or expect too much at first; 
the exercise will grow as the ideas expand. 
With more advanced pupils, the same results can be had by requiring them 
to write essays on paper, taking care to have them original. After the essays 
have 'been corrected, require each pupil to expose all his mistakes, stating the 
rules, if any, for correction, in presence of the whole school, that all may be 
mutually benefited by one another's blunders. 
The practical results of this plan I have found to be commensurate with 
the theory, some of which are the following; . 
I. The learning to spell is in direct proportion to the language used, and 
the cucle of language increases with each effort to spel . 
2. Attention is directed to the meaning of the words first, and the expendi-
ture of time and labor has its immediate reward in such a way as to prompt 
to renewed interest and action. 
3· The mind is impelled from day to day to healthful action, and in a way 
that leads to useful ready knowledge. It is an excellent mental drill. 
4· J t utilizes the sense of sight and associates the appearance of the word 
with the notion in the mind. 
5. It trains the muscles through the eye to form the letters, and is a great 
aid to pen ', anship. 
6. It works on the pride of the pupil; he sees himself as others see him, 
arid cultivates a habit of going to his dictionary when he wishes to use a word 
about whose orthography he is doubtful. 
. 7· It is a good ~ll in pronunciation and reading, because the pupil know-
mg what force he Intends each word to have, will take such pains to read his 
exerci~e as will make his reading the best possible for him . . 
A GOOD SUGGESTION. 
TH~ edi~or~ ask for "short articles on practical subjects" from teachers. 1 hat IS Just what we want-wharwe need. Many teachers aJ:e eminent-
ly successful in teaching one or two subjects, while in all others they are only 
common-place. By an mterchange.of methods all may improve. Teachers 
of ~anr .y~~rs' ex~erience will as gladly hail a helpful suggestion as those 'who 
are Just inItiated mto their first term's work. 
I, myself, feel the need of help, and wil} ask, for it by throwing out a few 
suggestions which may be of u~e to some one else. 
When I entered -the school where I now am, one year ago, I found one 
arithmetic class of boys and girls who said thq had "been to fractions." 
I gave them for the first lesson ten examples in multiplication in their book. 
The result was a charming unanimity of answers. For the next less~))l, I gave 
tel\. examples on the board. What a contrast! In a class of nine, only two had 
the same result! Here was a field for labor. 
By the way, the manner of reciting is an important item in school work. I 
call for every member of the class, who has the first example, to rise, One 
is called upon to read the example correctly with the result. All who agree 
with that sit down. Those who have different results, or criticisms upon the 
reading, remain standing. The pupils still standing are called upon until all 
are seated. lt is then decided what is the correct result and those who have 
it mark that example 10. There may be some who have worked faithfully 
but have made mistakes. It is not wise to mark them zero, but proportion the 
mark to the degree of ,uccess . 
Go through wilh e ch example in the same way, and when the recitation 
is ended call upon each pupil for his average, which should he transferred to 
the class-book. If there is time after thi~, work upon the board or upon slates 
may be gi ven. After school or at r~cess the lesson for the ' following day is 
put upon the board, and they continue this work until there IS a tolerable as-
surance that the members of the class will agree in their results. 
But if I take my cla.;s farther, I shall overstep the boundary of a "short 
article." Therefore with my best wishes for the success of THE PRACTICAL 
TEACHER, I say, farewell. E. T. 
ANALYTICAL REVlEW.* 
TH E following are given a, specimens of analytical r~views that may be used with advantage by teacher. of any subj ect. Let one of the 
class place the abstract on the blackboard, and th" diffcrt:nt topics be assigned 
in turn to diffae 'lt pupil, collled Oll pro,niscuousiy,-c::ach to tdl all he knows 
about his topic without being questioned. 
Tlte WCol"t ern Continell.t. 
I. N ... MES Why so called. 
II. POSIlION. 
III 51ZII. 
I V. DIVISIONS. 
I. Natural. 
2. Pol itica l. 
V. N ... TURAL FB ... TURBS. 
V I. ANIM ... LS . 




I. By N orsemen. 
. a . Greenland. 
h. Vinland. 
2. By Columbus. 
4. Circunlstances. 
b. Contemporary events and 
rulers. 
Nativeo{ 0/ AlIurtca. 
1. MOUNU-UUIL()nK~. 
1 . R emains. 
a. Specimens of art. 
b. Mounds; earthworks. 
c. Fortific.'l.tions. 
2. Inference as to their attainments, 
elC. 
II. INDIANS. 
I. Prmcipal families. 
2. l'ersonal appc:arance. 
3. Characteristics. 
4. Dress; painting; tattoo mg. 
5. Food. 
6. Llf.; wigwams. 
7. " 'eapons; canoes: 
8. Govc::rllmc::n t. 
9. Early training. . 
10. Wars; tortuTlOg captives. 
1 I. Languages; writing. 
12. Religion. 
'3· Modo:s of burial. 
III . EsQul ..... ux . Description. 
*From Quackenbos's American History for Schools. D. Appleton & Co. 
QUESTIONS SUGGESTED BY A VISITINV TOUR. 
SHOULD the teachc!r talk very loud? 2. Should a pupil be deprived of a whole recess for a minor offense? 
3. Should we keep pupils after school to learn lessons, etc. ? 
4. How may we best secure good order in going down stairs? 
~. How many pupils should be in charge of one teacher, in particular, the 
pnmary department? 
6. How can we g;:t pupils to lake better care of their books and slates? 
7· How can we best secure visits from the parents? 
8. Why not. keep the same teacher in the same school, promoting him ' as , 
you do the puptls that he may be with the class until they leave school? 
9. Is it well to Have a Roll of Dishonor? . 
10. Is a very slow movement in order to secure quiet to be recommended? 
I I. Should the p~incipal of school teach regularly in lower department? 
12. Should pupils act as teachers ? 
13. Is not a ·two-hour session without a recess too long? 
14. Is it well to give a half-day holiday for excellence in school? 
15. Should examination· papers be preserved? 
16 Why do we find so ml4Ch school apparatus out of order, and yet not 
very old? ' 
17. Why are school libraries so much neglected-even those books on hand 
not used? . 
< • 
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OFFICIAL DECISIONS. 
FROM HON. S. M. ETIER, SUPT. PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, ILLINOIS. 
IN Fairfield, Wayne county, in one of the public schools, a lad over fourteen years of age failed through negligence, or some other cause, to learn and 
recite a certain grammar lesson as required by the teacher. For such failure 
the teacher ordered his punishment or expulsion. The teacher ordered 'him 
- to pull off his coat and be whipped. The lad objected and was expelled. 
The whole controversy is centered in the demand made for the boy to pull 
off his coat. The matter having been referred to Mr. Etter, he writes as fol-
10\V5 to the Wayne County Superintendent of Public Schools: 
"The law will not sustain a teacher in so barbarous an act as compelling a 
pupil to take off his coat to be whipped for failing to learn a lesson. Such an 
act would subject the teacher to prosecution, and I do not believe there is a 
court in the state that would not impose a fine upon him. The Supreme 
Court decided in the case of Henry Rolison vs. Francis Post, vol. 79, page 
567, that pupils cannot be expelled or deprived of the privi!ege3 of the school 
for any cause except that named in the law, which is incorrigibly bad conduct, 
and then only when all other means have failed . The Supreme Court also 
sustained the lower courts in imposing a fine on the directors and principal 
of the school for expelling Miss Post for refusing to study book.keeping. 
Teachers undoubtedly have the right to inHict a reasonable punishment for 
bad conduct, but they h:lVe no right, either morally or legally, to inflict an 
inhuman or barbarous whipping upon the offender. In my opinion any 
teacher that cannot create an interest in his pupils on the side of good order 
and good lessons without resorting to > .. ~h means is not fit for the school-room, 
and the sooner a district dispenses Wllh bis services the better. The country 
is full of excellent teachers unable to find situations, and it is too bad to 
supply the schools with inefficient persons. Children have rights and the 
people have rights, but many 'teachers ignore all these. Teachers are em-
ployed for a certain kind of work, subject to their employers. They should 
not forget this. I have written you thus fully because I am . confident our 
schools can be managed without resorting to any kind of inhuman punish-
ment." 
A village lying remote from a school house, and Without school privi leges, 
can a new district be formed now, by petitioning the Board of Trustees? If it 
cannot be f<Jrmed now, can we have the benefit of the school fund if a school 
is sustained this winter? 
Ans.-I. New districts can only be formed at the regular meetings of the 
Board of 'frusteeson the first Monday of Apri l and October. They cannot 
grant the prayer of a petition for a new district at any other time. 
2. The benefit of the public fund for the support of a school can only be 
secured through the director, of your district. They have the power by law 
to establish a school in your village and pay the teacher; if you can establish 
your own school no portion of the fund can be paid for its support. 
Are women entitled to vote at 'a school election? 
Ans.- The statute nowhere confers upon women the right of suffrage. They 
can hold school offices but cannot vote. 
There is not a school in California from the University down which is not 
confessedly imperfect. There is not a teacher in any of these schools who 
does not constantly aim at improvement. Teachers anticipated almost every 
valid complaint that has been made against them, and while impatient grumb-
lers are indulging in their vague denunciations, these practical educators are 
surely feeling their way toward the surest methods of securing the reforms 
that are desirable and possible. Educators themselv-es are to lead in educa-
. tional reform. The common sense of the people will assign to them this duty 
and sustain them in the faithful performance of it. No assailant of our edu-
cational work should be listened to with any patience who does not tell us 
-definitely what it is that does not suit him, and what are the changes he wants. 
There has been enough of buncombizing already. Let us have a little sin-
cerity and common sense by way of a change !-Fitzgtrald's Home News-
paptr. 
Publishers' Department. 
BACK NUMBERS of the WEEKLY, from one 10 twenty inclusive will be furnished for five cents each. AU p~blished since No. 20, ten cents each. A~y who have extra cop· 
le5 of ~1,. 31, 32, -1-0, or -1-1 wIll confer a favor on us by returning them. We will extend their subscnp~o~ one week tor each copy so returned. 
If DOUce IS sent us of a missing number immediately on receipt of the next number we 
will mail it free. Alway.s give the nU1!!ber of the paperl not the da te. ' 
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, After Jan. r, ~878, our clubbIng rates will be _ •. 25 for five subscribers, and "..00 for ten 
or m~re. For SIX months, $1.35 and $1.20. 
Pnce of the WBEKLY from now until January I, fifteen cents. 
-R~d the new advertisement of Jansen, McClurg & Co. The book they 
advertISe possesses all the merit ~ttributed to it by the testimonials. 
-We are u~der obligatIons to our numerous friends in.all parts of the coun-
try for the material service which they are rendering us in extending the cir-
culation of the WEEKLY, and for the words of encouragement and congratula-
tion which we receive from them. We are greatly aided by these things; only 
keep faithfully at work, friends, and you shall see the result of our combined 
effort In a decided increase of the amount of professional reading done by 
teachers. We are aiming high, and have only begun our career as yet. 
-A few weeks ago we annou!lced in this column that we could furnish a 
copy of Zell's Encyclopedia.or Duyckinck's Cyclopedia of A.merica~ Litera-
ture, new, at forty per cellt dzs<'owlt. Several responses came In due hme, and 
inquiries as to price, number of volume.s, etc., were promptly answered; but 
strange to sa», no one has yet ordered either of the works named. We make 
the offer again, and if any reader is desirous of purchusmg one of the ~orks, 
we can assure him that he will never have a better opportul1lty. We Will fur-
nish the works in any style of binding, or any number of volumes. 
-THE PRACTICAL TEACHER is meeting with great favor in all portions of 
the country. Subscribers to the W EEKLY can do a valuable service to "the 
cause" by aiding us in extending the circulation of the TEACHER. We feel 
encouraged oy the testimonials received of its acceptabi lity, but we shall en-
deavor, as with the \ VEEKLY, to make each succeeding number better than its 
predecessor. The following are samples of the letters we have received: 
It is a capital periodical. and fills a long-felt want.-Pontiac, Mich .. , Bill 
Postt/'. 
It is worth ten times its cost to any teacher, and not one should be without 
it.- T~t Indtpendl!1lt. 
The fir;t number alone is worth th~ price of subscription to any teacher who 
may have the good of his or her school at heart.-Birmillglla1ll , Mich. , Post. 
THE PRACTICAL TEACHER is at hand and I must praise it. Neat and pun: 
and II crisp looking," it does all concerned but simple ju>tice, and I am de-
lighted with it.-Mary P. Colburn, So. Boston, Mass. 
I bail as the dawn of a new era in school publications the appearance of 
such papers as THE PRACTICAl. TEACHER, and Tht Primary Teach.:r just 
now starting up in New England. I wish them abundant success, and shall 
help to increase their lists of subscription wherever and whenever' I can.-
Prin. J. M. Crow, Elmwood, 111. 
I ts appearance and contents are in keeping, being both of the best. I never 
before saw so good and handsome an educational monthly; and when its pri ce 
is considered I think people must look twice at the" $ 1.00 a year," lest their 
eyes deceive them. It provides so largely for its cost that it must and will be 
eagerly taken-and widely.-S. P. Bartlett, South Dartmouth, Mass. 
The first number of THE PRACTICAL TEACHER has made its appearance, 
and after a careful examination we are ready to give it unqualified endorse-
ment. As an instructor and also a medium for literary and scientific COIll -
munication5, it represents the best talent and culture of the day.-Nnll Brit-
ain Rtcord. Conn. 
I took it for three months and was very much pleased With it.-W. P. Mc-
Donald, Downey. California. 
I find much food for thought as well as much valuable information for 
teachers in all the departments.-R. S. Powell, North View, Va. 
We all like the W EEKLY, and I feel sure that my teachers will not be with-
out it hereafter.-W. W . Wylie, Lyons, Ia. 
I find the WEEKLY becoming more and more welcome.-Supt. Wm. Jen-
kins, Mendota, Ill. 
I am already subscriber to the W EEKLY which I would not do without for -
double the amount it costs.-Angie F. Park, Eldon, I a. 
I like the WEEKLY very much. I cannot afford to be without it. Every 
teacher in the state ought to take it.-Prin. J . Y. Stone, Kenney, Ill. 
If the best can become better, THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, the btst educa-
tional journal I have ever seen, is better every week.-Prin. Geo. W. Mason, 
Lewisburg, Ark . 
T HE 'EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, is one of the best educational papers in the 
United States. It is well and ably conducted, and treats living subjects with-
out fear or favor.-The Educational MOIl/hly. 
I am looking to the PRACTICAL TEACHER'S advent as a prosperous ven-
ture,-just what is needed by the teachers-covering a wide field, and certainly 
providing a great deal for its subscription price.-Miss S. P . Bartlett, South 
Dartmouth, Mass. ' 
THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, \~ich I have had the pleasure of reading for 
the last ten months, has grown steadily in my appreciation from the first. 
It is one of the very best educational journals with which I am acquainted, 
and is unsurpassed by any its interest and value to our Michigan teachers.-
H. S. TARBELL'. Supt. Public Instruction, Michigan, 
Please send me the first ' number of THE PRACTICAL TEACHKR. I take 
THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY and like it more and more every week. It is 
growing hetter or I am becoming more appreciative. When th" enterprise 
was first talked ,.f. I thought a good educational weekly would be well sus-
tained. 1 am g l::J that the facts justify !he prediction.-G. L. Jacobs, Coun-
cil Bluffs, Iowa. 
In our school some of the teachers agreed to subscribe for different journals. 
and exchange. WI! did so, but all like the WEEKLY best. The articles 
are just what the majority of teachers want. They express our jed;1~gs. So 
pleased are we with the reading matter, that we have selections from it at the 
lunch table.-Mrs. M. J, Carusi, San Francisco, Cal. 
